THE GLOBAL LEADER IN PROJECTORS

Make your business stand out with brighter, better visual communications. With innovations including 4K enhancement technology and the world’s first 12,000lm WUXGA LCD laser model1, our business projector range has exactly what your business needs to achieve maximum impact in training rooms, boardrooms, meeting rooms and auditoriums.

Great presentations
From ultra-light mobile projectors to large-scale installation models, we provide the audiovisual tools that make training and presenting in just about any environment memorable, easily accessible and in line with tough budgets.

No.1
World leader in projectors since 20012

SUPERIOR TECHNOLOGY

The brightest colours
Our 3LCD technologies combine high resolution, brightness and rich colours to produce vivid, engaging images even in brightly lit rooms. The 3-chip solid-state optical engine at the heart of every projector includes optimised white balance and black colour matching for seamless blending.

The result is equally high White and Colour Light Output for consistently impressive images that are three times brighter than 1-chip DLP projectors3, and with no rainbow effect.

A quality revolution
Take presenting into the future with 4K enhancement technology that digitally upscales Full HD 1080p content by shifting pixels diagonally by 0.5 pixels to effectively double resolution. This gives viewers the 4K experience, with improved texture, exceptional sharpness, clarity and detail.

Getting connected
Connect across your business quickly and efficiently and make interactive presentations on the network with a wide range of inputs including HDBaseT, HDMI, DVI, VGA, composite, component video and wireless.

Going mobile
Connect and display a range of content directly from iOS/Android™ mobile devices with our easy-to-use iProjection App.

Interactivity
Boost interactivity with dual pen and finger-touch operation. Annotate projected images from a range of devices including an Epson visualiser or USB memory stick, without even connecting to a PC.

Simple set-up
Achieve a perfect projected image wherever you position your projector with features including lens shift, keystone correction, advanced geometrical corrections, optional lenses and wide ranging zoom functions.

Smart presenting
Take control with Epson EasyMP tools for smart presenting, networking and projector management, from PC-free and wireless presenting to centralised monitoring of your entire projector fleet.

Energy-saving efficiency
Reduce the amount of energy used and help to meet tough business budgets with eco-friendly features like auto lamp dimming and AV mute timer.
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1 Conventional projectors using 1-chip DLP technology
Epson 3LCD technology – 3 times brighter than competitor technology

2 Epson 3LCD technology – 3 times brighter than 1-chip DLP technology

3 Simulated images
THE BEST PROJECTOR FOR YOUR BUSINESS

The Epson range of projectors includes models to suit any business, perform in any venue and bring out the best in any subject. Each has a combination of targeted features that make it easy to choose the perfect projector for your needs.

WHICH PROJECTOR?

Large venue
These are our powerhouse projectors, built for stand-out presenting in the largest venues and include our latest laser range.
- EB-98H, EB-945H, EB-965H
- EB-X27, W29

Meeting rooms
Unique interactive solutions for meeting rooms. These projectors are packed full of features to encourage collaboration in the workplace.
- EB-L1000 Series
- EB-G7000 Series
- EB-Z10000U Series

Installation
Developed to deliver stunning images in larger rooms or dedicated presentation areas. Often installed as part of full AV and control systems.
- EB-17000 Series
- EB-4000 Series
- EB-1900 Series

Mobile and Desktop
Compact, quiet and powerful projectors with easy wireless and PC-free presenting features.
- EB-220 Series
- EB-X27, W29
- EB-98H, EB-945H, EB-965H, EB-955WH

WHICH FEATURES?

Resolution
A higher resolution means a higher number of pixels are displayed for a sharper and more detailed image. Epson’s highest resolution uses our 4K enhancement technology to effectively double 1080p Full HD resolution (3840x2160) for outstanding detail. Our projectors cover a variety of resolutions catering for personal and business users’ specific environments.

Brightness
Epson projectors use 3LCD technology that delivers equal White and Colour Light Output, for consistently true-to-life images and rich colours that are three times brighter than 1-chip DLP projectors.

Contrast ratio
Contrast ratio is the difference between the brightest whites and the blackest blacks that can be displayed. High contrast ratios deliver whiter whites and blacker blacks allowing more detail to be seen, especially in dark environments. If the contrast ratio is too low, even if the image is bright, your image will look washed out.

Throw ratio
This indicates what image size can be generated from a specified throw distance. For example, Epson ultra-short-throw projectors can be positioned just inches from the screen, ideal for small meeting rooms.

Lens options
Many projectors can be used with interchangeable lenses to suit a wide range of environments, with motorised options and even an ultra-short-throw lens for projecting big images from close to the screen (not available on all models).

Image adjustment
Wider image adjustment gives more options to position a projector and still achieve perfect images i.e. in smaller rooms or at an angle to the screen. Lens shift moves the image and keystone correction reshapes it.

Screen mirroring – stream and share
Wireless projection from selected smartphones, tablets and PCs that support Miracast or Intel® WiDi®. Designed and built upon Wi-Fi Direct, a technology that enables two devices to form a direct, peer-to-peer Wi-Fi connection to screen mirror, allowing you to display content such as photos and videos from your device without cables or a network connection.

Epson iProjection App
Present documents, images and web pages directly from iOS and Android smart devices with our iProjection App. Add freedom to audience interaction, annotate with a digital pen, highlighter or eraser and write notes over the projected image in real-time.

Interactive
Transform any surface into an interactive workspace without the need for an interactive whiteboard. Engage your audience in a collaborative learning experience with dual pen interactivity that allows two users to annotate simultaneously across the entire area of the screen.

Finger-touch
Use finger-touch interactive technology to annotate and move objects directly on the screen supporting both gesture control and annotation. Finger-touch can be assigned its own individual attribute and works across the entire area of the screen.
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Transform any surface into an interactive workspace without the need for an interactive whiteboard. Engage your audience in a collaborative learning experience with dual pen interactivity that allows two users to annotate simultaneously across the entire area of the screen.
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SUPERB IMAGES, UNMATCHED SUPPORT

Epson installation projectors use innovative 3LCD technology to deliver amazing images in a wide range of business venues at exceptional value for money.

They also give you total peace of mind because these complete solutions also include expert servicing and local pre/post sales support.

This keeps downtime to an absolute minimum, ensuring your projectors are working 365 days a year. Support is available online and in person ensuring step-by-step guidance and training and fast, effective product replacement if necessary.

With superior images, unmatched service and comprehensive support, it’s easy to see why we’ve been No.1 for projectors since 2001.

LARGE VENUE AND INSTALLATION PROJECTORS

Amazing brightness
Treat audiences to clear, bright, colourful images even in daylight with White and CLO up to an amazing 12,000 lumens. Deliver clear and vivid images even in large auditoriums.

Laser light reliability
Our new laser light source is highly reliable, delivers superb quality and brightness and means the light will never die during presentations. Its advanced filter and dustproof design also gives you 20,000 hours of maintenance-free use.

Built-in camera
Detect screens that have become unevenly coloured over time and correct colour automatically with the built-in camera. It gives you stable image quality with minimum maintenance and can also be used to detect subtle colour inconsistencies between multiple projectors.

Epson installation projectors feature game-changing laser projection technology, 4K enhancement technology and include the world’s first 12,000lm WUXGA LCD laser model.

EB-Z10000U Series
– More powerful but 15% smaller and 10% lighter than the competition (EB-L1500U/EB-L1505U)
– Flexible installation in just about any venue
– Simple to set up, very long maintenance cycle

EB-L1000 Series
– More powerful but 15% smaller and 16% lighter than the competition
– Flexible installation in just about any venue
– Corner and curved surface projection

EB-G7000 Series
– Ideal for corporate, higher education and digital signage, these models make large scale presenting straightforward. Features include motorised lenses, 360° rotatable mount, split screen and 4K enhancement technology.
– More powerful but 15% smaller and 16% lighter than the competition
– Flexible installation in just about any venue
– Simple operation with time-saving motorised lenses with position memory
– Optimised black colour matching
SMALLER VENUE AND INSTALLATION PROJECTORS

Give your business exceptional presenting on demand with projectors that are ideal for more permanent installations, including ceiling mounting.

Choose from many advanced features like wide ranging input connectivity, lens options and advanced keystone correction for easy set-up, plus networking and wireless connection for projector monitoring and control.

Bright
Clear, colourful images even in daylight
5,000:1
High contrast ratio for rich, clear detail

Flexibility
Get flexible with projector and screen placement. Whether you project from close to the screen or the back of the room, vertical and horizontal lens shift technology lets you deliver high-quality images and crisp, sharp text without distortion or scaling. Versatile adjustment ranges from up to ±70% on the vertical axis and up to ±38% on the horizontal axis.

Simple set up
Create perfect images with automatic vertical keystone correction. The focus help feature uses a test pattern to quickly calibrate the projector to any room set-up, while screen fit matches image to screen in seconds.

Easy collaboration
Multiple users can connect simultaneously to one projector using EasyMP Multi-PC Projection, with up to four user screens displayed at once. Also, two separate sources can be displayed side by side using the split screen function.

EB-4000 Series
With a central lens for easy installation, wide image adjustment for simple set-up and high brightness and contrast ratio, these projectors deliver every time.

- White and Colour Light Output (CLO) from 4,000 to 5,200 lumens
- Resolution from XGA to WUXGA widescreen
- Wide lens shift
- Large zoom range
- Split screen function

EB-1900 Series
Combine high-quality, value-added features and affordability with these compact but powerful installation projectors.

- White and Colour Light Output (CLO) from 4,200 to 5,000 lumens
- Resolution from XGA to WUXGA widescreen
- Excellent connectivity
- Wireless connectivity
- Built-in speaker
- 1.6× optical zoom
- Horizontal and vertical keystone correction
- Split screen function
- Screen mirroring (WiDi/Miracast)
MEETING ROOM SOLUTIONS

Create, collaborate and share
Inspire collaboration and transform any meeting room with our interactive, ultra-short-throw business projectors. Intuitive and easy to use, these complete, cost-effective solutions project a large screen display up to 100 inches from very close to the screen.

With versatile features and images that are 3x brighter than the competition¹ these projectors can change the way you collaborate.

Images that really stand out
Hold your audience’s attention with great images and take control easily with EasyMP® smart presenting. This comprehensive suite of tools takes care of the technical side, leaving you free to interact with people and get them truly involved in your presentation.

Interactivity and involvement
Enhance collaboration and productivity by turning any surface interactive. Combine the roles of ultra-short-throw projectors, interactive whiteboards and paper flipcharts in one multi-purpose, integrated product and make people and content from multiple locations a part of the presentation.

EB-1420Wi/EB-1430Wi
Get people involved with Epson’s ultra-short-throw projector range, featuring dual pen and finger-touch (EB-1430Wi) interactivity and large shadow-free image projection from very close up.
- High White and Colour Light Output 3,300lm
- Resolution up to WXGA
- Excellent interactivity with dual pens and finger-touch (EB-1430Wi) control
- Connect and share content wirelessly from smart devices
- Display two sources simultaneously with split screen projection
- Scalable screen size of up to 100 inches

Connect with any device
With the EB-1420Wi and EB-1430Wi, information flows clearly and smoothly from screen to viewers, who can then discuss and develop ideas using the interactive features. Results can then be saved, emailed or printed.

Finger-touch and dual pen interactivity
Use either finger-touch (EB-1430Wi) or dual pen interactivity which support both gesture control and annotation and can be used simultaneously by colleagues.

Split screen functionality
View two individual sources side-by-side on the same screen. Show presentations and hold a video conference at the same time.

Multi location capabilities
Share, collaborate and annotate during meetings that are held in different locations anywhere in the world, whilst viewing the same information.

PC-free/standalone whiteboard mode
Create, add and delete up to 50 pages of whiteboard content. Move, resize and rotate objects, annotate using finger-touch or an interactive pen. Results can then be saved, emailed or printed.

Interactive whiteboard sharing
View and annotate the whiteboard content directly with up to 15 laptops or tablet devices via a web browser, and save directly onto your own device without any special software or app.

Wireless flexibility
Share content more easily and connect wirelessly to smart devices with the Epson iProjection App and optional adapter. The multi-location function enables up to four networked projection systems to be connected at the same time and the same image can be annotated remotely.
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MOBILE AND DESKTOP PROJECTORS

Our mobile and desktop projectors prove that you don’t have to be big to make a serious impact. Providing a low total cost of ownership and smart features that are usually only found on more expensive models, they are built to bring serious presenting performance to any office.

**Low TCO**
High-quality presenting tools that match tight budgets

**Light**
Lightweight, slimline and powerful

**Easy**
Professional presentations without professional training

**Portable**
Easy to carry around and quick to set up

---

**Key technologies**
These slimline, intelligent projectors only weigh around 1.7kg, are simple to set up, project superb images even in daylight and without a PC, and can be turned off instantly so there’s no waiting around.

This series includes models with, either optional or standard wireless6, full widescreen resolution, EasyMP smart presenting and even multi-screen display for connecting up to four projectors from a single computer.

**Network Projection**
Enjoy the flexibility of displaying content on any network-enabled projector via any existing wired or wireless local area network infrastructure.

You can display content on multiple projectors from one computer and enjoy the freedom of showcasing your presentation from multiple sources without switching the input source.

**Multi-PC Projection**
Simply install the software on your desktop or laptop PC and whether you have two users or fifty, you can share content with everyone’s computer via a local area network.

Select up to four devices via the moderator function to project their content simultaneously for everyone’s shared benefit.

---

**EB-X27/EB-W29/EB-9 Series**
These easy-to-use, eco-friendly projectors display bright images with vivid colours for crisp, clear results every time. Fully network connectable, they are ideal for making presentations.

- High White and Colour Light Output
- Resolution up to WXGA (EB-W29/EB-955WH)
- Enhanced connectivity and networking
- Low TCO with long lamp life and A/V mute function for 70% power saving

**EB-W32/EB-U32**
Easy to move and quick to set up, with up to Full HD resolution, these projectors deliver exceptional-quality big-screen images straight out of the box. Share a range of content across various devices thanks to built-in connectivity options.

- Resolution up to WUXGA
- Contrast ratio of 15,000:1
- Built in Wi-Fi
- Lamp and filter life of 10,000 hours (in eco mode)
- Project from smart devices with the Epson iProjection App

**EB-1700 Series**
These powerful projectors are packed with features, but are also compact, lightweight and quiet. They slip easily into a bag for moving between meeting rooms and other locations.

- Ultra mobile
- Resolution up to WXGA
- Easy wireless presenting
- Leave your computer behind with PC-free USB presenting
- Exclusive 3-in-1 display with a single USB cable for image, sound and mouse control
Every environment and every presentation is different, so we offer a wide range of accessories to match your exact needs. From filters, lamps and ceiling mounts to screens, lenses and 3D glasses, we make it easy to tailor your projector package to match any room or audience.

**Epson projector lenses**

Customise your installation projector with Epson’s optional lenses. Available in a range of throw ratios to suit different venues, screen sizes and projector distances, create the best possible image quality and match your budget.

**Modular lenses and projection distances**

**EB-Z10000U Series**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens Coverage</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rear projection wide lens</td>
<td>3.80m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-throw</td>
<td>1.65m - 1.90m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide lens</td>
<td>3.00m - 4.14m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard zoom lens</td>
<td>4.00m - 6.11m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-throw zoom lens</td>
<td>6.20m - 9.55m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-throw zoom lens 2</td>
<td>9.13m - 13.6m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-throw zoom lens</td>
<td>15.6m - 19.13m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EB-G7000/EB-L1000 Series**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens Coverage</th>
<th>Distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultra Short-throw (ELPLX01) WXGA: 0.35m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-throw (ELPLU03) WXGA: 0.75 - 0.87m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide-throw (ELPLU04) WXGA: 0.87 - 1.00m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard zoom lens (ELPLU05) WXGA: 1.19 - 1.48m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-throw zoom lens (ELPLU06) WXGA: 1.48 - 2.32m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-throw zoom lens 2 (ELPLM10) WXGA: 2.18 - 3.49m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle-throw zoom lens 3 (ELPLM11) WXGA: 3.31 - 5.07m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-throw zoom lens (ELPLL08) WXGA: 4.84 - 7.38m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-throw zoom lens 2 (ELPLL09) WXGA: 7.2 - 12.12m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**USB Visualiser**

ELPDC06

**Desktop Visualiser**

ELPDC13

**Desktop Visualiser**

ELPDC21

**Microscope attachment**

ELPDC13 and ELPDC21 only

**USB key**

**HDBaseT™ transmitter**

**Control and connection box**

**Spare lamps**

**Polarising glasses**

**Air filter**

**Ceiling mounts**

**Ceiling pipe**

**Quick wireless connection**

Not representative of the EB-L1500U/EB-L1505U

---

Epson offers a wide range of accessories including lenses, ceiling mounts and wireless LAN units. To view the full range visit [www.epson-europe.com](http://www.epson-europe.com)

**Epson genuine lamps**

Genuine Epson lamps deliver maximum image brightness (luminance) and excellent colour reproduction – two key elements that determine a projector’s performance and quality. These lamps are manufactured and shipped under rigorous quality control systems.

Using a non-genuine lamp in an Epson projector can reduce image quality and lead to more frequent replacement. Non-genuine lamps can also impair product performance and even cause safety issues such as overheating that can void the product warranty.